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Let R denote a commutative, associative ring with identity. We prove the 
theorem: Let R be a Noetherian ring; let I? be the integral closure of R (in its total 
quotient ring); let H(R) denote the group of all higher derivations of infinite rank 
on R. Suppose R is H(R)-simple. Then (1) R is an integral domain containing 
a field, (2) the conductor of R in I? is (0) or R, (3) R is geometrically unibranched 
at every prime ideal p C R. We also give examples which show that R need not 
be normal at p. 
Let E denote a Noetherian scheme of characteristic zero. Suppose x is a point 
of E, and let 0% denote the local ring at X. Let .SBz denote the 0,-module of first 
order derivations on 0,. If 0, is 9=-simple, then the following facts are well 
known: (a) 0, is an integral domain containing the rational numbers; (b) x need 
not be a normal point of X; but, (c) x is a geometrically unibranched point of 3. 
A proof of these assertions can be found in [4] in the form: 
THEOREM A. Let R be a Noeth.erian ring of characteristic zero; let i? be the 
integral closure of R (in its total quotient ring); let 9 be the module of jirst order 
derivations of R. Suppose R is %simple. Then 
(1) R is a domain containing the rational numbers. 
(2) The conductor of R in i? is (0) or R. 
(3) R is geometrically unibranched at every prime p C R. 
An example is given in [3] which shows that R, (the local ring at p) need not 
be normal. 
In this paper, we study what happens when we remove the characteristic zero 
hypothesis from Theorem A. It is well known that if R is Bsimple and has 
characteristic p # 0, then R is a primary ring equal to its own total quotient 
ring (see [3, Theorem 1.41). Th us, R = R, and this situation is of little interest. 
To get interesting theorems, we must replace 9 by N(R), the group of all higher 
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derivations of infinite rank on R. We then get the complete analog of Theorem A, 
namely: 
THEOREM B. Let R be a Noetherian ring; let R be the integral closure of R 
(in its total quotient ring); let H(R) denote the group of all higher derivations of 
infinite rank on R. Suppose R is H(R)-simple. Then 
(1) R is a domain containing a$eld. 
(2) The conductor of R in i? is (0) or R. 
(3) R is geometrically unibranched at every prime p C R. 
We also give an example which shows that R, need not be normal when R has 
characteristic p # 0. 
Theorem B is more than an analog of Theorem A. Theorem B actually implies 
Theorem A. For if R has characteristic zero, then every higher derivation of 
infinite rank on R is just composites of elements from g (see [2, p. 12151). Con- 
versely, if 6 E 9, then {P/i!} E H(R). S o, one easily sees that R is g-simple if and 
only if R is H(R)-simple. Thus, Theorem B is the appropriate generalization of 
Theorem A to rings which may not have characteristic zero. The proof of 
Theorem B as well as other interesting results will be proven in the main body 
of this paper. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout this paper, R will denote a commutative, associative ring with 
identity. We shall use the notation and terminology which appear in [8]. By a 
higher derivation D = (6,) of infinite rank on R, we shall mean an infinite 
sequence of endomorphisms 6, , 6, , 6, ,... of (R, +) which satisfy the following 
two properties: (a) 6, is the identity map of R; and (b) for every n > 0, and for 
all x, y E R, we have 
hL(XY) = c w4 h(Y). (1) 
i+j=n 
The collection of all higher derivations of infinite rank on R will be denoted by 
H(R). This set H(R) is actually a group under a suitably defined composite 
operation, but we shall not need this fact. If D = (6,) E H(R), then we shall 
refer to D as a higher derivation on R. 
Now let D = (6,) E H(R). Let X be an indeterminate. Then D determines 
a ring homomorphism yo: R + R[[X’J] which is given by qD(z) =CL, S,(z) Xn. 
If R has characteristic a prime p + 0, then qD(zDc) = {bob”. This last 
relationship gives us the following formulas, which we shall use occasionally: 
if pe f n, 
if n = rpe. (4 
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Let 91 be an ideal in R and let D = (6,) E H(R). We shall call \2[ a D-ideal if 
S,@) C 21 for all n =:- 1, 2, 3 ,... . PI will be called an N(R)-ideal if BI is a 
D-ideal for all D E H(R). We shall say that R is D-simple if (0) and R are the 
only D-ideals contained in R. Likewise, R is H(R)-simple if (0) and R are the 
only H(R)-ideals in R. For example, one can easily show that the polynomial rings 
R = R[X, ,..., X,] (R a field) are H(R)-simple rings. 
Let R be an integral domain with integral closure R. Let p be a prime ideal of 
R. We say R is unibranched at p if there exists only one prime q C R such that 
q n R = p. We say R is geometrically unibranched at p if R is unihranched 
at p, and, if q is the unique prime of R lying over p, then the residue class field 
of R, is a purely inseparable algebraic extension of the residue class field of R, . 
If S is any integral domain, then we shall denote by Q(S) the quotient field of S. 
Thus, R is geometrically unibranched at p if there exists exactly one prime 
q C R lying over p. Furthermore, Q(R/q) is purely inseparable over Q(R/p). 
Finally, we need the notion of an iterative higher derivation on R. We say 
D = {a,,} E H(R) is an iterative higher derivation on R if for all n, m ‘> 0, 
we have 6, 0 S,, : (“‘z’“) an+,,! . The only iterative higher derivation which 
we need consider in this paper is constructed as follows: Let R be a ring and let 
X be an indeterminate. We can construct an iterative higher derivation 
E =: {&} E H(R[X]) by letting A,, 1s = 0, n --= 1, 2,..., and setting AJX”‘) :=: 
(C) x’-, n = 1) 2 )... Here of course (C) = 0 if n ‘:. m. One can easily check 
that E is an iterative higher derivation on R[X]. 
2. D-SIMPLE RINGS ARE DOMAINS 
In this section, we shall show that if R is D-simple for some D E H(R), then R 
is a domain. We begin with the following proposition, which is well known. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let R be a ring, D = {?&} E H(R), and M a multiplicatively 
closed subset of R. Let R, denote R localized at M and let h: R + R,, be the 
canonical map. Then D has a unique extension D = {8,,j E H(R,w) such that for all n, 
8, 0 h = h 0 6, . Furthermore, 
(a) 8,, is given by the formula 
Here x/m (x E R, m E n/r) denotes a typical equivalence class in R, . 
(b) If 21 is a D-ideal in R, then BIR, is a D-ideal in R,,f . 
(c) If 91 is a D-ideal in R,,, , then 91 n R = h-l(+U) is a D-ideal in R. 
Proof. The fact that D has an extension D = {8,,} to R,w was proven in 
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[l, Proposition l] in the case that M is the complement of some prime ideal of R. 
But, the proof presented there works for any multiplicatively closed set M. 
Thus, D can be extended to some D E N(R,w). Now 8% is the nth order derivation 
of R, ([6, Proposition 51) which extends 6, . It now follows from [6, Theorem 151 
that S,, is given by Eq. (3). Th us, D is unique. Condition (b) follows trivially 
from (a). 
Finally suppose Ml is a D-ideal in R,w . Let x E ‘2I r\ R. Then h(x) E ‘II. Thus, 
W&4) = w44) E 2l since 2I is a d-ideal. But, then S,(x) E h-l(21) = 21 n R. 
Thus, 21 n R is a D-ideal. 1 
From now on, we shall identify D with D when passing from R to some 
localization R,, . 
PROPOSITION 2. d(@ is an H(R)-ideal of R. 
Proof. Here dm f 
- 
o course denotes the radical of (0). Thus, 1/(O) is just the 
nilpotent elements of R. Let D = {S,} E H(R). Let z E d/(o). We consider the 
ring homomorphism qo: R + R[[Xj]. Since z is nilpotent, so is vo(z) = 
C S,(z) X”. But, then v,,(s) - z = S,(z)X + ... is also nilpotent in R[[Xj]. 
Thus, some power of S,(z) is zero. Therefore, S,(z) E z/m. Suppose S,(z),..., 
&n(z) E d/(o). Th en vo(x) - z - S,(z)X - ... - S,,(z) XTti is nilpotent in 
R[[XJ]. This implies some power of S,,+,(z) is zero. Thus, S,+,(z) E v’(@, and 
the proof is completed by induction. 1 
COROLLARY 1. If 81 is a D-ideal in R, then so is d%. 
Proof. Consider the ring fT = R/B. Since 2I is a D-ideal, D = (6,) induces a 
higher derivation D = (8,) 
Proposition 2, d@) 
on R given by 8,(x + 2I) = S,(x) + 2I. By 
in R/91 is a D-ideal. Let x E d8. Then x = x + 2I is 
nilpotent in R. So, S,(X) is nilpotent in R. But this says S,(x) E d@. Thus, \/a 
is a D-ideal. 1 
COROLLARY 2. Let 91 be a D-ideal in R and suppose p is a minimal prime 
divisor of 21. Then p is a D-ideal. 
Proof. Consider the local ring R, . Then d$lR, = pR, . By Proposition 1, 
cLIR, is a D-ideal in R, . Thus, by Corollary 1, pR, is a D-ideal in R, . Therefore, 
p is a D-ideal in R. 1 
PROPOSITION 3. Let ‘9I be a D-ideal of R and let y be an arbitrary element of R. 
Then B = Uz=‘=, (2l:y") is a D-ideal of R. 
Proof. Suppose D = (6,). We first note that for all integers m, n 3 0, 
there exists an integer N(m, n) such that for all integers 1 > N, we have 
%,,(YZ) E (Y”). (4) 
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This statement is easily proven by induction, and we omit its proof. Now 
consider the set ?.I3 = Uz=,, (%:y”). Clearly 23 is an ideal in R. We must show that 
S,(8) C B for all i = 1,2,... . We proceed via induction on i. Let z E 23. Then 
zyfl E 2I for some n > 0. Since 21 is a D-ideal, G,(zyn) E ‘8. Therefore, 6,(z) yn -f- 
~y~-~Z,(y)z E 9I. Multiplying the last relationship by y gives us 6,(x) yn+l E ?I. 
Thus, 6,(z) E !& Therefore, S,(s) C 23. 
Suppose we have shown that S&B,> C !I3 for i = 1,2,..., m - 1. Again let 
x E 23. Then there exist nonnegative integers @z(i) ) i = 0, l,..., m - l} such 
that S,(X)Y”(~) E 2& i = 0, l,..., m - 1. Using Eq. (4), we can find positive 
integers {I$ J i = l,..., m} such that for any I 3 Ni , we have S,(yl) E (Ye), 
i = l,..., m. Now let N 3 max{N, ,..., N, , n(O)}. Then yN E (yn(0)), and, 
consequently, .zyN E Cu. Since 5% is a D-ideal, we conclude that G,(zyN) E 91. 
Now using Eq. (I), we get 
MzYN) = U4YN + f hn-&) UYN). (5) 
i=l 
Since N > A$ , S,(yN) E (Ye). Thus, S,-i(z) S,(yN) E 2l. Thus, we con- 
clude from Eq. (5) that S,(z) yJv E 91. Therefore, S,(z) E 23, and the proof is 
complete. i 
Before we state the main theorem, we need the notation: Let D = (6,) E H(R) 
and let x E R. By D(x) = 0, we shall mean S,(x) = 0 for all n = 1, 2 ,... . We 
shall let R, = (X E R 1 D(x) = O}. R, is usually called the ring of constants of D. 
We can now state the main theorem of this section. 
THEOREM 1. Let R be a ring, and D = (6,) E H(R). Suppose R is D-simple. 
Then R is an integral domain containing the$eld R, . 
Proof. Since R is D-simple, (0) is a maximal proper D-ideal of R. By 
Proposition 2, d@j is a D-ideal. Thus, z/m = (0), and we conclude that R is 
reduced. 
Let y be a nonzero element of R. Since R is reduced, b = U,“=, ((0):~)) is a 
proper ideal in R. Thus, by Proposition 3, 123 = (0). In particular, ((0):~) = (0). 
Thus, y is not a zero divisor in R. Since y is arbitrary, we conclude that R is an 
integral domain. 
Now one easily checks that R2, is a subring of R. If x is a nonzero element 
of R,, then Rx is a nonzero D-ideal of R. Thus, Rx 1 R, and x is a unit in R. 
If yx = 1, one easily checks that y E R, Thus, R, is a field. 1 
Since U,“=, ((0):~“) is clearly an H(R)-ideal in R, we can reformulate 
Theorem 1 in terms of H(R) as follows: 
COROLLARY. Let R be an H(R)-simple ring. Then R is an integral domain 
containing the field RHtR) . 
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Here R,(s) = n {R, 1 D E H(R)}. 
Thus, we have proven property (1) in Theorem B in the Introduction of this 
paper. 
3. H(R)-SIMPLE RINGS NEED NOT BE NORMAL 
In this section, we give an example of an H(R)-simple domain R which is not 
integrally closed in its quotient field Q(R). In [3, Example 2.21, LeQuain gave 
an example of a nonnormal, Noetherian domain R of characteristic zero which 
is g-simple. This example of course provides us with an H(R)-simple domain 
of characteristic zero which is not integrally closed. However, it leaves open 
the possibility that no such example exists in characteristic p # 0. So, in this 
section, we exhibit an H(R)-simple domain of characteristic p # 0 which is not 
integrally closed. Our example is based on LeQuain’s which in turn is a famous 
example due to Akizuki. Since the computations for higher derivations of 
infinite rank are much harder than those for first order derivations, we shall 
only let p = 2 and present a concrete example. 
EXAMPLE. We shall let F, denote the prime field containing two elements. 
Let {X, 1 2 = 1,2 ,... } be a set of indeterminates overFa. Let K = F2(Xl ,..., X, ,... ), 
the field generated over F, by the X, . Then of course the characteristic of k is 2. 
Let Y be an indeterminate over k and set rr = CT=, X,Y2”-l. Thus, r E k[[Y]]. 
We first note that m is transcendental over Iz[Y]. This remark is easy, and we 
give a quick proof of it here. Suppose rr was not transcendental over K[Y]. 
Then r satisfies an algebraic relationship of the form 
&a” + A,,-ln~-l f ... + A, = 0. (6) 
Here Ai E (F,[X, ,...])[Y], and not every A, in (6) is zero. Now each Ai involves 
only finitely many XZ’s. So, we can assume A, ,. . . , A, E F,[Xl ,. . . , X,] [ Y] for some 
N sufficiently large. Now define a ring homomorphism y: F,[X, ,...I --f 
FA‘il ,..., X,] by the formulas 
d-a = xz if 1 = I,..., N, 
zzz 0 if 1 > N, and 1 + n! for any n, (7) 
= 1 if I > N, and I = n! some n. 
Then p induces a ring homomorphism $9 F,[X, ,...][[Y]] -+ F,[Xl ,..., XN][[Y]] 
given by$(C ajYj) = C ~,(a~) Yj. Setting 75 = g(r) and noting that @(Ai) = Ai , 
we get 
A,+% + A,-li;n-1 + ... + A, = 0. (8) 
481/53/z-6 
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This is a nontrivial algebraic relationship on fi in Fa[Xr ,..., X,][[Y]]. Thus, 
we conclude that 6 = CL, X,Y2’-r + Cz, Yzz’-l (some a) is algebraic over 
F,(X, ,..., ,U,)[Y]. This implies that s(Y) = xr=, Y2’! is algebraic over 
F,(Xr ,..., ,U,)[Y]. But, it is well known that s(Y) is transcendentai over 
F,(Xl ,**. , X,)[Y]. (For example, the proof that CTzr Yz! is transcendental over 
F,(Xr ,..., X,)[Y] as given in [8, p. 2201 when applied to s(Y) gives s(Y) is 
transcendental over F,(X, ,..., X,)[Y]). Thus, CT must be transcendental over 
W’J 
We now define elements n). , t, E R[[Y]] as follows: 
7Tv = 3-r + i xzY2z-1, Y = 1, 2,..., 
I=1 
t, _ f &2y2’+‘-2r+l, 
(9) 
Y = 1, 2,... . 
lw+l 
Set T = k[Y, VT, t, , t, ,... 1, and P = (Y, z-)T. We note that T is a subring of 
k[[Y]]. Set R = T, . Then the following facts concerning R are true. 
(a) R is a one-dimensional, local, Noetherian domain. 
(b) R is not integrally closed. In fact, the integral closure R of R in Q(R) 
is not even a finitely generated R-module. 
(c) The following two formulas are satisfied in R. 
q-1 = Y2’(XT2 + t,) whenever r > 1, (10) 
nr 
2 = yz'+l-zf 
r whenever r > 1. (11) 
We also note that Q(R) = k(Y, r). A proof of these facts can be found in 
[3, Theorem 2.11. 
We shall construct a higher derivation D = (6,) on R such that R is D-simple. 
We actually shall construct a higher derivation D on T and then extend it by 
Proposition 1 to R. Since Y is transcendental over k, and n is transcendental 
over k(Y), any higher derivation on K(Y, V) = F,(X, ,...)(Y, CV) can be con- 
structed by choosing 6,(X,), 6,(Y), and 6,(r) arbitrarily in k( Y, 7). If we choose 
6,(X,), 6,(Y), and 6,(r) E T, such that S,(t,) E T for all r > 1, then D = 
(6,) E H(T). So, the idea is to choose 6,(X,), 6,(Y), and S,(V) E T such that 
s,(t,) E T for all r 2 1, and such that R is D-simple. 
Before presenting the definition of D which works, we need the lemma: 
LEMMA 1. Suppose D = ($} E H@(T)) such that $(Y), 8,(X,) E T for all i 
and 1. Suppose D satisfies the property: For all n = 1, 2 ,..., and for all r = 1, 2,.,., 
if2’+l > n, then S,(t,) E T. 
Then S,(t,) E T for all n > 0, and all z > 1. 
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Proof. Fix an integer n >, 1. Choose an Y 3 2 such that 2T+1 > n. Then by 
hypothesis, S,(t,) E T for all q < n. Now let m < n. Using Eq. (lo), we have 
S&-l) = c S,(Y2’) ~,(x,z + tr). (12) 
P+P=m 
Since q < m < n, S,(X,z + tr) E T. Therefore, S,(t,-,) E T. Continuing in this 
manner, we get S,(t,) E T for z = r - 1, Y - 2 ,..., 1. 
If z > r, then 2z+1 3 2’fr > n. Thus, S,,(t,) E T by hypothesis. Thus, 
S,(t,) E T for all z = 1,2,..., and the lemma is proven. 1 
We now define D on Q(T) = K( Y, m) by the formulas 
Sri(Y) = 1 if 72~1, 
E 0 if n>l; 
S,(X,) = x,+1Y22-1, 1 = 1, 2,...; n = 1, 
z 0, 1 = 1, 2,...; n > 1; (13) 
w4 = Xl if n=l, 
zzz 0 if n z 2$, t = 1, 2 ,..., 
= &+,y2%“+1’ if n = 2t + k with 1 < k < 2t - 1 
and t = 1, 2,... . 
We note that for every positive integer n, there exists a unique t such that 
2t < n < 2t+1. Thus, S,(V) is well defined. 
Now S,(X,), S,(Y), and S,(r) E T. Thus, D E H(T) provided that S,(t,) E T 
for all la and r. By Lemma 1, S,(t,) E T for all n and r provided that 2r+1 > n 
implies S,(t,) E T. So, we need the lemma: 
LEMMA 2. Iffv+l > n, then S,(t,) E T. 
Proof. Fix integers n, r > 1 and assume 2r+l > n. We begin with Eq. (11) 
which we write in the form 
(YQ = Yzr+lt7 ) (14) 
If we apply 6, to Eq. (14) and use the relations from Eq. (2) with p = 2, we get 
Y2r+1s,( tr) = S,{( YTr,)“}. (15) 
Thus, the lemma comes down to showing 
S,{(YT#} E Y2’+lT. (16) 
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From this point on, the reader should view all algebraic simplifications as taking 
place in Q(T) C k(( Y)). If n is odd, then Eq. (2) implies that the left-hand side 
of (16) is zero. Thus, relation (16) is trivially satisfied in this case. So, we may 
assume n is even. Write n = 2m. Here m 3 1. 
Again using Eqs. (2) and (9), we have 
S,{(Y7T,)2} = {6,(Y7rr)}2 = S,(Y7r) + i S,(X~Y’)j2 
i 
(17) 
111 
Now from (13), we have 
s,(Yq = 0 if 4 # 0 or 2’, 
= Y2” if 4 = 0, 
=l if 4 = 2L; 
(18) 
Here for notational convenience, we shall adopt the convention that 6, = 0 if 
x < 0. If we now substitute the relations from (18) into (17), we get 
&p7,2) = Y28,(,)2 + 8m-1(7r)2 + i y2z+1&n(xz)2 + i 3,-24xJ2. (19) 
Z=l 2=1 
Thus, we must show that for every m = 1,2,..., we have 
Y*s&)a + s,-,(,)2 +- k {Y2z+18m(x,)2 + 6m~al(Xz)2} E YZT+‘T. (20) 
I=1 
Now if m = 1, the relation in (20) becomes 
Y%,(?q + m-2 + i Y2L+1s1(xJ2 E Yzr+lT. (21) 
1-l 
If we substitute from (13) into (21), we see that the left-hand side of (21) is just 
c;,, x~Y2-2. Now the reader can easily check that we have 
f x12y2z+1-2 = y29+-2(t,+2 + x;+2). (22) 
7’2 
Since 2r+3 - 2 > 2r+r, we conclude that the relation in (20) is satisfied when 
m = 1. 
We can now assume m > 1. In this case, 6,(X,) = 0 for all I = I,2 ,... . 
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The relation in (20) now takes on one of three forms depending on whether 
m = 2t, m = 2t + 1, or m # 2t, 2t + 1. Here t 3 1. 
If m = 2t, then 2’ > 2t. Thus, the relation in (20) becomes 
Y2s2t(n)2 + S,,_,(T)~ $ Xt2 E Yz’+‘T. (23) 
If t = 1, then S2,-,(,)2 = S,(T)~ = X,Z. Thus, (23) is satisfied in this case. 
If t > 1, then 2t - 1 = 2t-1 + k where k = 21-l - 1. Substituting from (13) 
into (23) again gives the left-hand side of (23) 1s zero. Thus, the relation in (23) 
is satisfied for all t >, 1. 
If m = 2t + 1, then the relation in (20) becomes 
Y2S2,+,(n)” + S,,(TT)~ + Sl(Xt)2 E Y21‘+lT. (24) 
Again substituting from (13) into (24) h s ows that the left-hand side of (24) is 
zero. Thus, the relation in (24) is satisfied for all t 3 1. 
Finally, suppose m # 2t, 2t + 1, t >, 0. Then we can write m uniquely as 
m = 2t + K where t 2 2, and 2 < 12 < 2t - 1. In this case, the relation in (20) 
becomes 
Y%,,+,(77)2 + s2t+k&)2 E Yzv+lT. (25) 
One easily checks that this relationship is satisfied for all t > 2. 
We have now shown that the relation in (20) is true for all m 2 1. This 
completes the proof of Lemma 2. 1 
Now Lemmas 1 and 2 imply that D = (6,) as defined by the equations in (13) 
is indeed a higher derivation on T. Thus, by Proposition 1, D E H(R). We now 
claim that R is D-simple. For, suppose ‘$I # 0 is a proper D-ideal in R. Since R 
has Krull dimension one, PR is the only prime ideal containing ‘$1. Therefore, 
Corollary 2 to Proposition 2 implies that PR is a D-ideal of R. But, from (13), 
S,(Y) = 1. Therefore, PR is not a D-ideal. Thus, R is D-simple, and, therefore, 
H(R)-simple. This completes the example. 1 
We can produce H(R)-simple domains of characteristic two which are not 
integrally closed and of any given dimension by making use of the following 
proposition: 
PROPOSITION 4. If R is H(R)-simple, then R[X] is H(R[X])-simple. 
Proof. If D = (6,) E H(R), and (pLI1 n = 1, 2,...} is any set of elements of 
R[X], then D has a unique extension D’ = (6;) E H(R[X]) given by Sk !R = 6, , 
and Sk(X) = pn if n > 1. In particular, if pk = 0 for all n > 1, then 
Si(C riXi) = C S,(rJ Xi. Now suppose 9l is an H(R[X])-ideal of R[X]. From 
the above remarks, ‘u n R is an H(R)-ideal of R. Since R is H(R)-simple, 
2l n R = (0) or R. If ‘9I n R = R, then 1 E ‘$I. Thus, ‘91 = R[X]. Suppose 
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% n R = (0). Then ‘9l contains no nonzero constants from R. Suppose 
?I :# (0). Then from among all the nonzero elements of 9$, we may select one, 
say f (AT) == r,rrLXnt + rmplXm-l -L ... + r, , of minimal positive degree m. Now 
let E = {A,} be the iterative higher derivation on R[X] described in the pre- 
liminaries of this paper. If the characteristic of R is zero, then h,(f) is a nonzero 
polynomial of smaller degree than m in (21. This is a contradiction. Suppose R 
has characteristic p # 0. Since R is a domain, p is a prime. If p f m, then again 
X,(f) is a nonzero polynomial of smaller degree than m in CLI. Suppose m =: apt 
with (CU, p) := 1. Then apply A,t to f. By Eq. (2), we get 
h&,,X”‘) = r,AJP’) = Y,{A1(Xa)}~t = r,a”‘X~t(Q-l). (26) 
Since 0l0~ is a unit in R, we conclude X,,(f) . is a nonzero polynomial in ‘II of degree 
less than m. This is a contradiction. Therefore, PI = (0) and the proof of 
Proposition 4 is complete. g 
Now, if R is the H(R)-simple domain in the example, then Proposition 4 
implies RIXl ,..., X,] is H(R[X, ,..., X,J)-simple. Clearly R[X, ,..., X,] is not 
integrally closed. Thus, for every n > I, there exist Noetherian H(R)-simple 
domains R of dimension n such that the characteristic of R is not zero, and R is 
not integrally closed. 
We conclude this section with a few remarks concerning conclusion (2) in 
Theorem B in the Introduction. If R is a Noetherian domain, then the integral 
closure R of R in Q(R) is just the complete integral closure R’ of R. NOW by 
[7, p. 1731, any higher derivation on R has a unique extension to R’. Thus, if R 
is Noetherian, any higher derivation on R has a unique extension to 8. This fact 
easily implies that the conductor of R in R is an H(R)-ideal. Thus, if R is H(R)- 
simple, then the conductor of R in R is either (0) or R. The examples described 
above all have conductor (0). Finitely generated integral domains, i.e., R = 
k[xl ,..., xn] (k a field), which are H(R)-simple provide examples where the 
conductor is R. 
4. H(R)-SIMPLE, NOETHERIAN RINGS ARE GEOMETRICALLY UNIBRANCHED 
In this section, we shall prove part (3) of Theorem B in the Introduction. 
For the time being, however, we make no chain assumptions on R. 
Let D = {S,} E H(R). We shall use the following notation: Let Z denote the 
integers. Let @T=r Z denote a countable direct sum of copies of Z. Let M denote 
the subset of @y=, Z consisting of those sequences of the form (cyi ,..., LYE, 0,O ,... ), 
where CY~ > 0 for all i = 1, 2,..., 4. Henceforth, we shall abbreviate such 
sequences by writing (a) = (01~ ,..., 01~ , 0, 0 ,.., ). If (a) = (01~ ,..., (Ye , 0. 0 ,...) E M, 
then we set I(a)! = 0~~ + ... + aq. We set D(,, = S=, o ... o 8,“. Thus, for each 
(a) E M, we have a well-defined endomorphism D,,) of R. Note that if x E R, 
then C (RDc,,(x) / (a) E M} is a D-ideal of R. 
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We order @L, Z by the usual lexicographical ordering. That is, if (a) = 
@I >“.> % I 0, 0 ,...) and (j) = (PI ,..., p,, 0,O ,... ), then (a) < (/I) provided that 
there exists an index j such that CQ < /3$ , and 0~~ = flj for i = 1,2,...,j - 1. 
Then @y=“=, Z is totally ordered with respect to <. 
Now suppose p is a prime ideal of R such that p contains no nonzero D-ideal. 
Then for each nonzero element x E R, C {RD&x) / (a) E M} pp. So, D(a,(x) $ p 
for some (a) E M. Thus, we have a well-defined function vg: R ---f Z U {CO} 
given by 
~~6-4 = mW4 I (4 E M, Dd4 IP> if x # 0, 
(27) 
=CQ if x=0. 
One easily checks that V,(X) > 0 if and only if x up. We can now prove the 
following fundamental theorem. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose R is a ring with total quotient ring Q(R). Let D = 
(6,) E H(R). Suppose p is a prime ideal of R such that p contains no nonzero D-ideal. 
Then, 
(a) R is an integral domain. 
(b) The map vs: R + H u (CO} given by Eq. (27) induces a discrete rank one 
valuation on the field Q(R). 
(c) This valuation is nonnegative on A and has center p on R. 
Proof. Since p 3 (0), p contains a minimal prime divisor 4 of (0). But, by 
Corollary 2 to Proposition 2, q is a D-ideal. Therefore, q = (0), and R is an 
integral domain. 
In order to prove (b), it suffices to show that for every X, y E R, we have 
@ vp(x + y) 3 min{v,(x), v,(y)) and 03 v,(v) = v,(x) + v,(y). We can then 
extend vg to all of Q(R) in the usual manner. 
Suppose V,(X) = n and v*(y) = m. We can assume n < m. If (a) E M such 
that !(a)~ < n, then D&x), D,,)(y) EP. Thus, D(,)(x + y) EP whenever 
j(a): < n. Therefore, V,(X + y) 3 n = min{v,(x), v,(y)>. This proves @. 
Again assume V,(X) = n, and vD(y) = m. Let (a) = (0~~ ,..., at, 0,O ,...) E M 
such that i(a)\ < n + m - 1. Then D(,)(xy) = 6,x 0 ... 0 S,,(xy). Using Eq. (l), 
we can write this last expression in the form 
DM(XY) = C ..’ c ST1 0 ... 0 sr,(x)s,l 0 ..’ 0 s,3,(y). P3) 
T1+$=-1 r,+st=q 
Let us set(r) = (rl ,..., rt , 0,O ,...) and (s) = (sl ,..., st , 0, 0 ,... ). Then(r), (s) E M, 
and the sum in (28) can be written as 
D(&Y) = Dd-4 D(s)(Y)- (29) 
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Now l(a), = l(r)! + I(s)I < fi t m - 1. If i(r)1 < n - 1, then Do+(x) up. If 
I(r)1 > n, then j(s)/ < m - 1. Thus, DC,)(y) up. So, each summand in (29) lies 
in p. Therefore, D&xy) EP whenever I(a)] < n + m - 1. This implies that 
vp(xy) 3 n + m. 
If n = m = 0, then one easily sees that v,(xy) = V,(X) + vD(y). So, without 
loss of generality, we can assume 71 > 0. Then there exists (/3) E M such that 
I@): = n, and D&x) $p. Among all such (13) E M having these last two 
properties, we can select the maximum one in the lexicographical ordering on 
@y=, Z. Perhaps a few words concerning why there is a maximum (p) are 
appropriate here. Suppose (/3) = (pi ,..., /3, , 0, O,...) E M is any element such 
that I(p)i = n, and D&X) $p. Let us label the nonzero coordinates of (/3) as 
pi, ,..., pi, . Thus, &, is the first nonzero entry from the left in (p). pi, is the next 
(from the left) nonzero entry of(p) after ,Q etc. Then (p’) = (piI,..., pi,, 0, O,...) E 
M, and we clearly have I(,B’)j = n, Dca,) = D,,, , and @) < (8’). Thus, in 
searching for the maximum (8) E M such that I( = n, and D&X) $p, we need 
only consider (/3)‘s of the form (p) = (,Br ,..., & , 0, 0 ,...) where pi ;> 0 for 
i = l,..., 9. Since ]@)I = n, there are only finitely many such (/3) to consider. 
Since @L, Z is well ordered, we can select the maximum (/3) E M such that 
WI = n, and h&) IP. 
Let (is) = (PI ,..., p, , 0,O ,.,.) be the maximum element in M such that 
I@)] = n, and Q,)(x) $p. Let (y) = (rr ,..., yr , 0,O ,...) be the maximum 
element of M such that i(r)’ = m, and D{,,(y) $p. If m = 0, then(y) = (0, O,...). 
Otherwise (y) is selected in the same fashion as (8). Then /3i > 0, i = l,..., q, 
and yi > 0, i = I,..., Y. 
Now set (a) = (/3) + (y). Then (a) EM, and I( = n + m. Consider 
&(~y). Using Eq. (29), we can write D(,)(xy) as follows: 
We now argue that each summand appearing in the last sum in Eq. (30) lies in p. 
Let 4&) %tr> b e a typical summand. There are several cases to consider. 
First assume I(r)] = n. Since (Y) # (,8), either (Y) > (/3) or (r) < (6). If 
0-1 > (PI, then %d4 6 P by th e maximality of(p). If(r) < (/3), then (s) > (y). 
Thus, D&y) up by the maximality of (y). Therefore, DtT)(x) Des,(y) EP 
whenever I(r)] = n and (Y) # (/3). 
If i(r); < n, then Do.,(x) EP by definition. If i( > n, then i( < m and 
D~,~j(y) up. Thus, in all cases, the summands Dcr)(x) D($)(y) lie in p. Therefore, 
C {D(r)(x) D~,~j(y) I (Y) + (s) = (01) (7) f (p)} is an element of p. 
Now since p is a prime ideal of R, DC,)(x) DC,,,(y) $p. Thus, Eq. (30) implies 
that DcR)(zcy) $p. Therefore, v,(xy) < i(~)l = n + m. Thus, u,(xy) = n + m, 
and the proof of @ is now complete. We have now completely proven (b) in 
the theorem. 
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The proof of (c) follows immediately from the remarks made after Eq. (27). 
Thus, the proof of Theorem 2 is complete. 1 
We can now prove the first unibranch result. Since any ring R containing a 
prime ideal p which contains no nonzero D-ideals is a domain, we can state the 
following result for domains without any loss of generality. 
THEOREM 3. Let R be an integral domain with quotient jield Q(R). Let S be an 
integral domain containing R. Suppose S is integral over R, and Q(S) is a purely 
inseparable extension of Q(R). Let D be a higher derivation on R which is also a 
higher derivation on S. Let p be a prime ideal of R which contairss no nonzero 
D-ideals. Then there exists exactly one prime q C S such that q n R = p. 
Proof. Since S is integral over R, there exists a prime q C S such that 
p n R = p. Since nonzero ideals in S contract to nonzero ideals in R, we con- 
clude that q contains no nonzero D-ideal. 
Now suppose q’ is another prime ideal of S lying over p. Then 9’ contains no 
nonzero D-ideal. Thus, by Theorem 2, we have three discrete rank one valuations 
vl) , Ye , and vQ’ . vD is a valuation on Q(R), w r e V, and vn’ are valuations on Q(S). h’l
Since q n R = q’ n R = p, we see that V~ = vg = vq’ on Q(R). Since Q(S) is 
purely inseparable over Q(R), we conclude that vq. = va’ on Q(S). It now follows 
from Theorem 2(c) that q = q’. For, q and q’ are both the center of the same 
valuation on S. 1 
COROLLARY. Let R be a Noetherian domain with integral closure a in Q(R). 
Let D E H(R). Let p be aprime ideal of R which contains no nonzero D-ideal. Then R 
is u&ranched at p. 
Proof. Apply Theorem 3 with S = R. 1 
We now need the following definition for domains R. By an H(R)-sequence 
of R, we shall mean a set { p, , p, ,..., p, ; D(l) ,..., D(‘)} such that 
(a) p, > p, > ... > p, = (0) is a proper descending sequence of prime 
ideals in R, 
(b) D(l),..., Dtr) E H(R), 
(c) p,-r is not a Do)-ideal, i = l,..., r, 
(d) pi is the largest Do)-ideal contained inp,-r , i = l,..., Y. 
We note that if ( p, ,..., p, ; D(l) ,..., D”)} is an H(R)-sequence of R, then 
p,-, contains no nonzero D(r)-ideals. The fact that H(R)-sequences exist, comes 
from the following simple lemma. 
LEMMA 3. Suppose R is a Noetherian ring which is H(R)-simple. Then any 
prime ideal p in R is p, in some H(R)-sequence of R. 
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Proof. Let p be any prime ideal of R. Since R is H(R)-simple, there exists a 
higher derivation D(l) E N(R) such that p is not a D cl)-ideal. Since p contains the 
D(l)-ideal (0), p contains a maximal D(i)-idealpr . By Corollary 2 of Proposition 2, 
p, is necessarily prime. Since R is I-I(R)-simple, there exisst a D@) E N(R) 
such that p, is not a D @)-ideal. Thus, we can repeat this process, thereby con- 
structing a chain p > pi > p, > .‘. of prime ideals and higher derivations 
D(l), Dc2),... such that (b), (c), and (d) of the definition are satisfied. Since R is 
Noetherian, the height of p is finite. Thus, this process ends in a finite number of 
steps, producing an H(R)-sequence. l 
In order to prove the main theorem, we need to construct rank two valuations 
on R[X] (X an indeterminate). We do this in the following way: Suppose R is a 
ring, D = (6,) E H(R), and p is a prime ideal of R which contains no nonzero 
D-ideal. Let 9 be any prime ideal of R[X] such that 9’ n R = p. We extend D 
to D’ = (6;) E H(R[X]) as in Proposition 4. Thus, D’ is given by the equations 
s k is = 8, and 6;(X) = 0 for all n 3 1. Let E = {A,} be the iterative higher 
derivation on R[X] defined in the Introduction of this paper. We need the lemma: 
LEMMA 4. Suppose 9 contains a maximal nonxe~o D’-ideal PI , then 
{g,pl, (0); D’, El is an H(R[A’j)-sequence of R[X]. 
Proof. Since p n R = p and D’ is = D, we see that 9 is not a D’-ideal. 
Since 9 3 g1 , B contains a minimal prime divisor Q of 9r . But by Corollary 2 
of Proposition 2, Q is a D/-ideal. Therefore, Q = 9, , and 9i is a prime ideal 
of R[X]. Since 9, is a D’-ideal, gpl n R is a D-ideal contained in p. Therefore, 
g1 n R = (0). It now follows from the proof of Proposition 4, that g1 contains 
no nonzero E-ideal. Thus, {.Y, pi , (0); D’, E) is an H(R[XJ)-sequence of 
Nxl~ I 
Now consider the H(R[Xj)-sequence {9,9’t, (0); D’, E) of R[X] given in 
Lemma 4. Since 8, contains no nonzero E-ideals, Theorem 2 implies that the 
map ~9~. * R[X] + Z u (00) given by “y,(x) = min(j(cY)i j E&Y) @PI) is a 
discrete rank one valuation on R[X] whose center is exactly Yi . Since E is 
iterative, one easily sees that va,(x) = min(n / h,(x) $8,). 
We can now define a map Y: R[X] ---f B x Z u {co} by the following formulas: 
If x = 0, then Y(X) = co. If x # 0, then V(X) = (ni , n,) where 
and 
Here we order H x Z lexicographically from the right. That is, (ni , n2) < 
(ml , m,)ifn,<m,,orn,=m,,andn,<m,. 
Let us note that Y is a well-defined map on R[X]. We have already noted that 
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Theorem 2 implies that n, = am, is well defined. Suppose that D;,.Jln,(x)) E g 
for all (a) E M. Then 2 (R[X] D;,,(&(x)) j (a) EM} is a D/-ideal contamed in 9. 
Since 9, is the maximal D/-ideal contained in P’, we conclude that 
x (R[X] D;,,(&Jx)) j (a) E M} C Pr . In particular, &(x) E Y1 . This is a 
contradiction. Thus, there exists an (a) E M such that D;,,(h,z(~)) $ .Y. Thus n, , 
is well defined. 
We can now prove the theorem: 
THEOREI~I 4. Let R be an integral domain, D = (6,) E H(R), and p a prime 
ideal in R which contains no nonzero D-ideal. Let B be a prime ideal of R[X] such 
that 3 n R = p. Let D’ = {a’,} E H(R[X]) be the extension of D given by 
6’ ’ n .R = 6, and S:(X) = 0 for all n 3 1. Suppose 9 contains a maximal nonzero 
D’-ideal Ypl . Then the map v: R[Xj ---f Z x Z u {co) given by Eq. (31) defines 
a rank two valuation on Q(R[X]) w ac is nonnegative on R[X]. Furthermore, the h’ h 
valuation ring of this valuation has a unique chain of prime ideals A > .A1 > (0) 
which Zie over .9’ > gI > (0). 
Proof. Again it suffices to show that for all x, y E R[X], we have @ v(x + y) 3 
min(v(x), v(y)} and @ v(xy) = V(X) t v(y). 
So, let x, y E R[X’j and suppose V(X) = (nl, n,), v(y) = (m, , m.J, and 
I = (ql , q.J. Then n2 = vb,(x), m, = upI( and q2 = IBM. Thus, from 
Theorem 2, we conclude that q2 = n2 -1 m2 . It remains to argue that q1 = 
n, -f m1 . Now we have 
Since A,(x) E 8, whenever r < n2 , and h,(y) E Yi whenever s < m2 , we con- 
clude that (32) can be rewritten as 
A&Y) = z + 4&> L*(Y) (33) 
with .s~.Yt. Now 9, is a D’-ideal. Thus (33) implies that for all (a) E M, we 
have 
D~&&Y)) = x’ + 2 DXk&)) %(L,(Y)). (34) 
(T)+(S)=(n) 
Here z’ = Dim,(z) E .9’I . 
Now since V(Z) = (5 , n.J, D;,,(h,,(x)) E 9 whenever j(r)j < n, . Similarly 
D&Jy)) E 9 whenever j(s)1 < ml . Thus, we conclude from (34) that 
D;,,&(xy)) E B whenever [(a)[ < n, + m, - 1. Thus, q1 2 n1 + m, . 
We now proceed exactly as in Theorem 2. Among all the (p) E M such that 
I(B)I = n19 and D;,,&(x)) $9 pick the maximum. Call this element &I). 
Let (y) be the maximum element in M such that I(r)I = m, , and D~,,~(X~&y)) $9’ 
Set (a) = (8) + (y). Then Eq. (34) holds for this particular choice of (a). But, 
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then an argument similar to that in Theorem 2 shows that the sum appearing on 
the right side of (34) can be written as x’ -+ Z” -+ D;,,(h, (x)) D;,,&,,,,(y)) 
where Z” E 8. Thus, we have 
2 
Here z’, Z” E 9. Equation (35) immediately implies that Dia,(h4,(xy)) 6 9. Since 
i(4 = nl i- ml, and we have proven 0. 
We now proceed with the proof of @. Again let V(X) = (n, , n,) and v(y) = 
(ml Y ma). We may assume that (n, , n,) > (m, , ma). There are two cases to 
consider. 
First suppose n2 > m2. Then &(x + y) E 8, whenever q < m, . Thus, 
for all (a) EM, D;oI,(&(x + y)) E Pr _C B whenever q < m2 . Now suppose 
~(2 + Y) = (tl , t2). If t, > m, , there is nothing to prove. If t, < m2 , then 
D&,(&(x + y)) E P for every (a) E M. In particular, D;,,(h,,(~ + y)) E d for all 
(a) EM such that ~(a)’ = t, . Since V(X -C y) =: (ti , ta), this last remark is 
impossible. Thus, we can assume t, = mz . So ma :; min{n / h,(.x T y) $ .?i). 
Now, if (a) E M such that i(a)I < m, , then D;aj(Xm,(z + y)) = D;,,(h,9(x)) -+ 
q,,(LJY)) E Pl + g C g. This last equation implies that t, 2 mr .-Thus, 
(tl , t2> 2 (ml , m2>. 
Suppose n2 = m2 . Then m2 = Vet’, = am,. Thus, v.~,(x -+ y) > m2 . 
Setq =~~,(3~Iy).Ifq > m2, then there is nothing to prove. So we can assume 
that V(X + y) = (t, m2). Since m, < n, , we have %&&4), %)&&Y)) E 9 
whenever i(a!)I < m, . Thus, D;,,(h,z(~ + y)) E 9 whenever I(a)’ < m, . This 
implies that t > m, . Therefore, V(X + y) > (m, , me) == min{v(x), r(y)>. This 
completes the proof of @N. 
We can now extend v to a rank two valuation on Q(R[X]). The fact that v is 
nonnegative on R[X] follows immediately from the definitions. Let .V denote the 
valuation ring of V. Then the rank of v being two implies that V has exactly three 
prime ideals J%? > ~&‘i > (0). The fact that these primes contract to 9, .P, , 
and (0), respectively, is straightforward. 1 
We can now state a much sharper version of Theorem 3. 
THEOREM 5. Let R be an integral domain with quotient$eZd Q(R). Let S be an 
integral domain containing R. Suppose S is integral over R, and Q(S) is a purely 
inseparable extension of Q(R). Let D b e a higher derivation on R which is also a 
higher derivation on S. Let p be a prime ideal of R which contains no nonzero 
D-ideal. Then there exists exactly one prime q C S such that q n R = p. Further- 
more, Q(S/q) is a purely inseparable extension of Q(R/p). 
Proof. We already know from Theorem 3 that there is exactly one prime 
ideal q C S which lies over p in R. It remains to argue that Q(S/q) is a purely 
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inseparable extension of Q(R/p). S ince S/q is integral over R/p, we know Q(S/q) 
is algebraic over Q(R/p). 
Suppose there exists an element 01 EQ(S/~) - Q(R/p) which is separable 
over Q(R/p). Let f(X) denote the minimal polynomial of 01 over Q(R/p). 
Then using the notation that appears in [5, Theorems 1 and 21, g = ( p,f(X)) 
is a prime ideal in R[X] lying over p in R. Since f(a) = 0, f(X) has 
two distinct, irreducible, manic factors gl(X), gz(X) E Q(S/q)[X]. Again 
using [5, Theorems 1 and 21, this implies that there exist two distinct prime 
ideaIs Qr = (q, gi(X)) and Qz = (q, gz(X)) of S[X] which lie over 8. 
Now extend D to D’ E H(R[X]) as in Theorem 4. We note that D’ E H(S[X]) 
such that D’ 1 S = D. We also note that Q(S[Xj) = Q(S)(X) is a purely insepa- 
rable extension of Q(R)(X) = Q(R[X]) and that S[X] is an integral extension 
of R[XJ 
Since 9 n R = p, 9 is not a D’-ideal. If (0) is the largest D’-ideal contained 
in g, then .P contains no nonzero D’-ideals. It then follows from Theorem 3 
that there is exactly one prime in S[X] lying over 8. Thus, Qr == Qs , and we 
have a contradiction. 
Suppose B contains a nonzero D’-ideal. Let P1 be the maximal D’-ideal 
contained in 3. Then by Lemma 4, {P’, Yr , (0); D’, E) is an H(R[X])-sequence 
of R[Xj and, by Theorem 4, determines a rank two valuation v on Q(R)(X). 
We note that E extends in the obvious way to an iterative higher derivation 
on S[X]. Consider Qr . Since Qr 1 PrS[X], Q, contains a nonzero D/-ideal. 
Let Qn be the maximal D/-ideal contained in Qi . Then one easily sees that 
{Q1 , QII , (0); D’, El is an f$‘Gf’l)- se q uence in S[X] such that QrL lies over Pr 
in R[X]. Let w1 be the rank two valuation on Q(S)(X) determined by 
tQI > Qn > 0% D’, El. 
Similarly there exists an H(S[X])-sequence {Q:!, Qzl, (0); D’, E} in S[Xj 
lying over {a, 9, , (0); D’, E). Let w2 be the rank two valuation on Q(S)(X) 
determined by this sequence. Since Qr n R[X] = Q2 n R[X] = 9, and 
Qn n R[X] = Q2i n R[X] = Pi , we conclude that wi = We = v on Q(R)(X). 
But, Q(S)(X) is purely inseparable over Q(R)(X). Thus, wr = w2. Therefore, 
Theorem 4 implies Qr = Qz . For if & denotes the maximal ideal of the valuation 
ring of wI , then Qr = J?’ n S[.Xj = Qa . Thus, we have a contradiction. 
Consequently, Q(S/q) is purely inseparable over Q(R/p). 1 
COROLLARY. Let R be a Noetherian domain, D E H(R), and p a prime 
ideal of R which contains no nonzero D-ideal. The R is geometrically &branched 
at p. 
Proof. Apply Theorem 5 with S = R, the integral closure of R in Q(R). 1 
We can now state and prove the last part of Theorem B in the Introduction. 
THEOREM 6. Let R be a Noetherian, H(R)-simple ring. Then R is geometrically 
unibranched at each prime p C R. 
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Proof. We first note that R is an integral domain by Theorem 1. Let R 
denote the integral closure of R inQ(R). Th en as mentioned before, H(R) C H(R). 
Now let p be a prime ideal of R. If p = (0), then R is obviously geometrically 
unibranched at p. Thus, we can assume p + (0). Then by Lemma 3, there 
exists an H(R)-sequence { pO, p, ,..., p, = (0); D(1) ,,.., DC’)) of R with p,, - p. 
Now p+r contains no nonzero D (‘)-ideals. Hence, by the corollary to Theorem 5, 
R is geometrically unibranched at p?._, . Thus, there exists a unique prime 
4r-r C R lying over p,.-, . Furthermore, Q(R/g,-,) is a purely inseparable 
extension of Q(R/p,-,). 
By the going-up theorem, there exists a prime ideal 4r-a C R such that 
qrpl C qrp2 and qrp2 n R = p,-a . We claim that qre2 is the only prime in R lying 
over p,-, , and that Q(R/q,-,) is purely inseparable over Q(R/p,-J. To see this, 
suppose q is another prime in R lying over p,-, . Since q 1 pr_,i?, p contains a 
minimal prime divisor q’ of prplR. Since prel is a D(‘-l)-ideal of &a , we see that 
p,-,R 1s a DC’-n-ideal of R. Thus, Corollary 2 of Proposition 2 implies that 4’ is 
a D+l)-ideal of R. Consequently, 4’ n R is a D(‘pl)-ideal of R. But, we have 
p,-a =q n R 2 q’ n R 1 prp, . Thus, by the maximality of p,-, , we conclude 
that q’ n R = p,_, . Since qrP1 is the unique prime in R lying over p,_, , we see 
that q’ = qrP1 . In particular, q 3 qrel . 
We now pass to the quotient domains R/p,_, C l?/qr-l . Then qr-3/qr--I and 
q/qr-l are two primes in l?/qT-l which lie over pr--2/pr--l in RjpT--l . Now RlqTel 
is an integral extension of R/p,_, such that Q/fi/qT--l) is purely inseparable over 
Q(R/p,-,). Since p,+, is a Do-r)-ideal, Dcr-l) induces a higher derivation (which 
we shall still call D(‘-l)) on R/p,.-, . S ince qrml is a minimal prime divisor of 
pJ?, qrPl is a D (‘-I)-ideal. Thus, D(r-1) is a higher derivation on R/q,._, . Since 
p,-, is the maximal D(r-n-ideal contained in prez , prM2/pr-r contains no nonzero 
D(T-n-ideal. We now conclude from Theorem 5 that qTd2/qrm1 = q/qrel , and 
that Q(ii/qre2) is purely inseparable over Q(R/p,-,). Thus, q = qr-2 , and R is 
geometrically unibranched at P~._~ . 
We can now repeat the above argument until we reach p. That is, by the 
going-up theorem, there exists a prime qrP3 C R such that qrP2 C qr-3 and 
qve3 n R = pr-a . Exactly as before we argue that qrPs is the only prime in R 
lying over pr-a and that Q(l?/qr_3) is purely inseparable over Q(R/pr+J. 
Continuing in this manner, we finally arrive at the conclusion that R is 
geometrically unibranched at p. 1 
We have now proven all three parts of Theorem B in the Introduction of this 
paper. 
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